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Important information
This material has been prepared solely for purposes of illustration and
discussion. Under no circumstances should the information contained
herein be used or considered as an offer to sell, or solicitation of an offer
to buy any security. The information contained herein is proprietary and
may not be reproduced or circulated in whole or in part.

in the summary information. Partners Group expressly disclaims
any obligation or undertaking to update or revise any projections,
forecasts or estimates contained in this material to reflect any change
in events, conditions, assumptions or circumstances on which any such
statements are based unless so required by applicable law.

All information, including performance information, has been prepared
in good faith; however, Partners Group makes no representation or
warranty express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of
the information, and nothing herein shall be relied upon as a promise
or representation as to past or future performance. This material may
include information that is based, in part or in full, on hypothetical
assumptions, models and/or other analysis of Partners Group or any
of its affiliates (which may not necessarily be described herein), no
representation or warranty is made as to the reasonableness of any
such assumptions, models or analysis. The information set forth herein
was gathered from various sources which Partners Group believes, but
does not guarantee, to be reliable. Unless stated otherwise, any opinions
expressed herein are current as of the date hereof and are subject to
change at any time. All sources which have not been otherwise credited
have derived from Partners Group.

Alternative investments are speculative and involve a substantial
degree of risk. Alternative investments are highly illiquid and are
not required to provide periodic pricing or valuation information to
investors with respect to individual investments. There is no secondary
market for the investors’ interest and none is expected to develop. In
addition, there may be certain restrictions on transferring interests.
Past results are not indicative of future performance, and performance
may be volatile.

The projections, forecasts and estimates of Partners Group contained
herein are for illustrative purposes only and are based on Partners
Group’s current views and assumptions, which are subject to change
at any time. Such projections, forecasts and estimates involve known
and unknown risks and uncertainties that may cause actual results,
performance or events to differ materially from those anticipated

All Partners Group investments mentioned herein were made on behalf
of the firm’s clients, not on behalf of Partners Group Holding AG or any
of its affiliates.
Material notes to readers based in the United States of America. This
is a publication of Partners Group AG and is for informational purposes
only. It is not an offer to sell or solicitation of an offer to buy any security.
Products or funds mentioned in this publication are not available to U.S.
based investors.
For use with institutional investors only. Not for use with retail
investors.
All images are for illustrative purposes only.

PRIVATE MARKETS NAVIGATOR

Welcome to Partners Group’s Private Markets Navigator for the
first half of 2016. Published twice a year, the Private Markets
Navigator shares Partners Group’s outlook for all private
markets asset classes over the next six months.
The general pace of economic growth remains low on aggregate
and markets have become increasingly volatile. In this
environment, we believe that the search for growth-focused
investment opportunities must go beyond sectors or regions
and into the specific trends that are transforming our industries
and consumer habits.
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Private markets outlook
In search of transformative growth.

The general pace of global economic growth has not changed dramatically since our last relative value
assessment. The US still appears relatively solid, while conditions in Europe are gradually improving.
We believe that concerns about declining emerging markets growth are overdone, particularly in
the case of China. However, we stick to our long-held outlook of low levels of aggregate economic
activity, which is why we focus on searching for transformative growth.

Modest macroeconomic prospects and high
valuations challenge investors
Against a relatively unspectacular macroeconomic backdrop,
capital markets have become increasingly volatile. For the
past twelve months, we have been projecting that assetflation,
triggered by vast amounts of central bank-induced liquidity,
would lose steam. Volatile price fluctuations have characterized
the first few weeks of the year: stretched valuations in many
market segments are a skewed reflection of fundamentals,
making asset prices vulnerable to bouts of risk aversion such
as that witnessed during the 5-20% correction in global equity
markets over the course of recent quarters.

High asset prices in a historical context
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Nonetheless, we have good reason to assume that markets will
not see sustained valuation shocks unless these are caused by
exogenous factors. The low growth, low inflation environment
with continued monetary policy support on an almost global
scale has provided a scenario that for many market participants
validates and justifies high valuations. Even as the Fed raises
the central bank target, rates should remain low in absolute
terms. Yet, with many assets priced above their 20-year average
valuations, we are cognizant of the fact that there is likely to be
more downside than upside to capital market developments.
As we have highlighted many times in the past, assetflation has
largely been a result of multiple expansion rather than improving
fundamentals, as the chart below illustrates (earnings have
even retreated over the last year). In addition, past experience
suggests that multiples tend to come down once the US starts
raising rates.
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In this environment, top-down, structural drivers like
demographics and wealth accumulation are not always sufficient
as a basis for investment opportunities. In the advanced world
in particular, our relative value investment approach looks
beyond structural growth drivers to find the specific trends
that are transforming our industries and consumer habits
and that will enable us to capture and create value in our
investments. In emerging markets, classical, structural growth
drivers still provide significant tailwinds to investment theses,
although developments at the sector level are also increasing
in importance. Our emerging markets relative value investment
approach is more granular than our approach in the advanced
world, taking country-specific macroeconomic, political and
sectoral trends into account.

US: changing consumer patterns boost services
While aggregate US economic fundamentals remain intact at
modest levels, we observe a decoupling of underlying growth
drivers: as US manufacturers and exporters suffer from the
strong USD and hover somewhere between expansion and
contraction, the services sector, which accounts for almost
two thirds of the US economy, is gaining strength due to a
pick-up in consumer spending in several sub-sectors. However,
linking these broad-based trends to investable themes requires
drilling down further and assessing the behaviors, attitudes
and spending patterns of customers. As a result, our private
equity investment focuses on the development of select services
sectors catering to evolving customer preferences. For instance,
we have identified growing demand for early education and
childcare providers, due to the increasing participation of
women in the labor market and growing belief in the benefits of
early-childcare education to long-term development.
Turning to infrastructure, regulations have created incentives
for the buildout of renewable power capacity. However, rising
renewables usage combined with the retirement of coal-fired
power assets somewhat counter-intuitively creates high
demand for traditional energy infrastructure to complement
renewable sources in times of low winds or weak sun exposure.

In private real estate, low home ownership and construction
levels for single-family homes create a favorable supply/demand
imbalance for the multifamily segment, which shows strong
rental growth, especially close to major technology hubs.
Increased capital market volatility has led to a reduction in risk
appetite in the US private debt market. As a result, we focus on
second-lien opportunities in the mid-cap space offering almost
mezzanine-like returns and selectively look to the secondary
markets to invest in strong credits trading at a significant
discount.

Europe: improving consumption and continued
government spending drive opportunity set
The slow Eurozone recovery continues to unfold in light of
improving domestic demand, assisted by lower commodity
prices, a weaker Euro and easing financial conditions as the
ECB’s quantitative easing lowers sovereign and private
financing rates. This constitutes a certain improvement of the
situation compared to 12 months ago as the most pressing
issues have now been dealt with (at least for the time being).
However, further potential concerns are looming on the horizon,
such as discussions of a potential Brexit and indications of an
increase in protectionism/nationalism linked to the refugee
crisis. Like the Greek debt crisis in 2015, the ongoing refugee
crisis also serves to highlight some structural and institutional
weaknesses at the heart of the Eurozone. Furthermore, longerterm inhibitors to substantial levels of structural growth remain
in place: unemployment in many countries remains painfully
high, fiscal debt levels are not falling and the aging population
constitutes a long-term demographic headwind.

The current market is characterized
by elevated valuations and an absence
of meaningful structural growth in the
advanced world.
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From a consumer perspective, households are feeling more
confident despite facing a situation characterized by substantial
leverage and high unemployment in many countries. Despite
this increased confidence, one area to take into account when
assessing sectoral growth opportunities is affordability: we find
compelling investment opportunities in sectors/assets linked to
essential goods and services such as food or retail. This concept
of affordability even extends to luxury goods, for example in the
jewelry industry, where the affordable segment is the largest
and fastest growing.

accumulation has been substantial, but we expect this to be
manageable with the government ready to step in if necessary.
Despite these adverse developments, concerns about the
slowdown have been somewhat exaggerated. In the near
future, we expect a further gradual deceleration somewhat
offset by more supportive monetary and fiscal policies.
Elsewhere in emerging markets, countries with twin deficits,
large accumulations of USD-denominated debt and commodity
exports in particular should be at the mercy of rising US rates,
risk aversion flows and sharp currency fluctuations.

In private real estate, we focus on retail properties,
predominantly in Northern Europe, which benefit from
undersupplied retail markets, such as tier 2 shopping
centers catering to value conscious consumers. A second
transformational growth trend relates to progressing the
integration of economic activity across Europe, especially when
it comes to the e-commerce sector, which still has considerable
catch-up potential compared to the US or UK. Retailers with
established and well-respected brands can easily take advantage
of this additional revenue stream by increasing their web
presence. As a result, class A logistics and distribution centers
are spreading across Europe to meet demand and these offer
investment opportunities on the private real estate side.

From an investment perspective, opportunities continue to
evolve around structural growth drivers: the rise of the middle
class is still a very central theme driving growth opportunities,
as the purchasing power of the emerging market consumer
is buoyed by rising real wages (China) and a rising labor force
(India). For example, the easing of China’s one child policy
coupled with rising demand for high-quality and lifestyleenhancing maternity and baby products should result in growth
in these areas and related sectors. In private real estate, the
exponential growth in travel spending by China’s and India’s
middle class provides a strong backdrop to the Asia-Pacific
hospitality sector. Regulatory reform, impacting mainly private
infrastructure, can enhance the growth of certain sectors: for
example, India and Mexico are both implementing vital market
friendly reforms in the energy/renewables sector. At the same
time, low valuations in select countries such as Brazil, which is
still benefitting from a stable consumer base, may selectively
provide attractive entry points. An interesting niche business
operating in a resilient area within the retail space can comprise
a compelling investment opportunity if carefully diligenced
in the context of broader macroeconomic and political stress
scenarios. In private debt, companies are increasingly looking
for lenders outside the region as local financing markets lack the
necessary depth.

Within private debt, financings of mid-market companies
often revolve around supporting international expansion or
acquisitions across Europe. In private infrastructure, we focus
on the communications and renewable energy sectors. One area
of opportunity, where penetration is still low in many countries,
is that of broadband networks. In the energy space, driven by
a wave of corporate consolidation as companies re-focus on
core assets, midstream assets such as pipelines, gas import and
storage infrastructure can be acquired at favorable prices.

As we have highlighted many times in
the past, assetflation has largely been
a result of multiple expansion rather
than improving fundamentals.
Emerging markets: taking a differentiated approach
In emerging markets, China is undergoing a cyclical slowdown
as well as a structural transition. China’s growth has been easing
since 2010 and is likely to continue to ease as it undergoes the
challenging transition from an export-driven, government and
investment-centered economy to a service-oriented, consumerbased economy. The slowdown is particularly tangible in the
manufacturing sector and, while the services sector is stepping
up, the pace of this transition is not yet clear. In addition, debt
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Creating value in an era of low structural growth
In summary, the current market environment is characterized
by elevated valuations and an absence of meaningful structural
growth in the advanced world. Against this backdrop,
transformative growth becomes the main focus. We avoid
competing in the large-cap or core segments of private markets
at elevated prices that can only be justified by factoring in a
substantial pick-up in growth. Instead, we continue to identify
companies and assets that are best positioned to benefit from
sectoral and transformative growth trends across the various
regions, as outlined above. This increases value creation
potential by allowing us to develop the asset bottom up, beyond
its existing set-up and reach. By way of example, the chart
below illustrates the earnings development by industry sector
of the portfolio companies within the Partners Group Direct
Investments 2012 (EUR) LP Inc. compared to the EBITDA
growth of public companies operating within the same sector in
the Russell 2000 Index.

PRIVATE MARKETS OUTLOOK

Value-add initiatives result in superior earnings growth
Average EBITDA CAGR
since entry, by sector
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Note: average EBITDA CAGR by sector since entry for portfolio companies in the Partners
Group Direct Investments 2012 (EUR) LP Inc., a directs only buyout investment program,
compared to the EBITDA growth over the same time period for the Russell 2000 Index
Source: Partners Group; Bloomberg, November 2015

Our relative value approach
In simple terms, our relative value outlook for a certain
asset class and investment type is derived from three
parameters, which are analyzed individually, often on a
regional level, and also in relation to each another:
•
•
•

Growth
Opportunity set
Valuations relative to risk

The first parameter, growth, is broken down into structural
and non-structural drivers. Structural drivers are defined as
classical growth drivers, meaning demographics and wealth
evolution, as well as government policy and regulation. This
type of growth occurs at the national or regional level and
directly drives the overall performance of certain sectors
of the economy. Non-structural growth is generated
through sectoral rotation and transformative change,
such as customer preferences and trends, as well as value
creation at the asset level. The latter type of growth often
incorporates a “rotational” growth component, whereby
certain sectors will benefit over-proportionally at the cost
of others while the net effect on overall growth can be
offsetting.
The second parameter, opportunity set, consists of the
investment opportunities sourced within our deal flow and
other external factors, such as the availability of financing
and competition.
The third parameter, valuations, represents asset pricing
in the context of top-down and bottom-up growth
potential, value creation opportunity and broader market
developments, such as entry multiple evolution, always
relative to downside risk.
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Private equity
On the lookout for transformative
trends.
Although valuations remain at peak levels, sustained by both the high volume of capital available for
investment and the mixed economic outlook, we do not believe a distress cycle is imminent. In this
environment, success is achieved by deep industry insight into transformative trends.

Market overview
LBO valuations remained at very high levels at the end of 2015,
close to or at industry record prices for large- and mega-cap
transactions as well as mainstream mid-cap transactions. This was
down to the abundance of investable capital and the continued
availability of debt financing. Notwithstanding these valuations
and the challenging economic outlook, there is limited evidence
of a trigger event for a potential distress cycle in the coming
quarters, as credit fundamentals have remained strong and equity
contributions have increased in recent LBOs. The record amount
of covenant-lite structures used in recent transactions provides a
further cushion for equity holders.

Average PPM of pro
forma trailing EBITDA for LBOs
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Source: S&P LCD Global Leveraged Loan Review, Q4 2015

However, debt providers are now applying different regional
and business model judgments. While quality assets still manage
to raise very high levels of debt (close to or above 5x), terms for
some equity investors have begun to tighten slightly due to the
increased selectivity of debt providers.
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In Europe, private equity investments are being challenged by the
competition coming not only from regional public markets, but
also increasingly from US and Asian corporates keen to develop
their international presence. These strategic players can offer the
European companies they acquire an enlarged distribution reach
in significant or high growth markets. To successfully compete
against these potential buyers, private equity firms must be able
to offer similar benefits to their target companies. Given the
current macro-economic situation in Europe, this intercontinental
and cross-border trend will be a key theme in local private equity
in the next few years.
In Asia, we notice that the nature of private equity investments
is being influenced by current macro trends in the two leading
economies. China’s private equity and M&A activity is being
impacted by the structural shift in the country’s economy towards
lower economic growth and increased emphasis on domestic
consumption. In India, the private equity market is being impacted
by the high growth outlook (the highest of any G-20 country),
which is driving up valuations. This should lead investors to factor
in EBITDA multiple compressions for mid-term exits. On the
other side of the globe, the pace of investments in Latin America
is on the rise thanks mainly to Brazil and Mexico. In these two
markets, there is potential for consolidation in the mid-market
space and for an increase in the role of the export sector in the
quarters to come.

Opportunities in the current market
US: at the forefront of market trends
In North America, we see investment opportunities principally

PRIVATE EQUITY

Dynacast, a US-headquartered manufacturer of precision-engineered components

within the technology, industrials and consumer sectors, or
oftentimes across a blend of two of these sectors. For example,
technological advances are having a transformative impact
on certain segments of the industrial sector. This overlap of
technology and industry is called “Industry 4.0”, the umbrella term
for the joint growth of information, communication, automation
and manufacturing technologies. The rapid development of these
four technologies in tandem has enabled the deepening of the
integration and networking between the internet, plants and
machinery – commonly referred to as the ‘Internet of Things’.
This in turn is having two key impacts: it is leading firstly to a new
wave of production and logistics efficiency gains, and, secondly,
to the further digitalization of supply chains. In this way, Industry
4.0 will become a central lever for growth and development in the
manufacturing industry in the next few years.

The joint growth of information,
communication, automation and
manufacturing technologies is
transforming the industrial sector.
In the consumer sector meanwhile, the growth of e-commerce,
which accounts for an increasing share of the total retail market,
shows how technology is leading to changes in consumer business
models. Not only that, but as social media has moved into the
mainstream of communication, it has been adopted by most
consumer companies as an essential pillar of their marketing
and brand-building strategy. In this way, the relationship
between consumer and brand has become more immediate and
interactive, and, as a result, more personal. Especially among the
under-30s, this has elevated the concept of brand loyalty from
a simple consumer preference to a so-called ‘lifestyle choice’,
allowing brands to permeate the lives of consumers in ways
never previously possible. Even without the impact of social

media, brands continue to be an increasingly decisive factor
in a consumer’s buying decision, even for the most mundane
of purchases. Many consumers are in fact prepared to pay a
premium for renowned brands, whether it is washing powder
or a luxury car they are buying, easing the margin pressure for
those brands that achieve “category winner” status. This has
strengthened the market share of dominant brands within each
consumer segment, leading to a trend for brand consolidation.

Capitalizing on key market trends
We continue to focus our search for the investment opportunities
generated by the trends outlined above on companies fitting
one of our key investment strategies (see ‘Our key investment
strategies’ on page 11). In the current market, we tend to
find these opportunities largely concentrated within the midmarket bracket. Within the industrials sector, we are looking
for companies that will either profit from the increased need
for networking devices, like our portfolio company Dynacast,
a manufacturer of precision engineered components used for
example in smart phones, or that are at the forefront of the
emerging cross-industry service sector. Within the consumer
sector, we are focused on acquiring companies with established
and dominant brands and on helping them to take advantage of
the trend for consolidation.
Our recent acquisition of a majority stake in restaurant
businesses Pacific Bells and World Wide Wings is one example
of a consumer sector investment with this thesis and an example
of both a platform investment and a category winner. The
companies are leading franchisees of the Taco Bell and Buffalo
Wild Wings brands in the US. Pacific Bells was founded in 1989
and has grown to become the fourth largest Taco Bell franchisee
in the country with 110 restaurants. World Wide Wings was
founded in 2007 and is today the fifth largest Buffalo Wild Wings
franchisee with 29 restaurants. Both Taco Bell and Buffalo Wild
Wings have built reputations as industry leaders in the effective
use of social media, consistently appearing in the Top 10 of the
quarterly Restaurant Social Media Index compiled by digital
media agency DigitalCoCo. The brands have also been early
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adopters of mobile and tablet technology, which aims to enhance
the customer experience and facilitate interaction. For example,
many Buffalo Wild Wings restaurants have tablets at the table
which enable customers to place orders remotely, as well as play
games and request music via a virtual jukebox. We plan to work
with the Pacific Bells and World Wide Wings management team
to carry out an ambitious growth plan encompassing further
store openings within existing markets, additional franchise
acquisitions, and facility improvements at existing outlets.

Europe: same sector focus, different opportunities
As in North America, the sectors where we see the most
opportunity for investment in Europe are the technology,
industrials and consumer sectors, albeit that there are
differences in the types of investment opportunity found. For
instance, whereas the trends shaping the future of industrials
in the US are derived from Industry 4.0, we do not yet see this
having a widespread impact on Europe’s industrial sector. We
have observed that game-changing trends such as these often
begin in the US and typically take a period of up to five years
to fully permeate the industry globally. Instead, the companies
that succeed in Europe are those which build a reputation for
excellence in a particular specialization and go on to become
the dominant (global) provider within that niche. An example is
our portfolio company VAT Vakuumventile (signed in 2013),
the global market leader in the production of specialized highend vacuum valves, which are critical components in complex
manufacturing processes such as those in the semiconductor and
photovoltaic industries.
In the consumer sector meanwhile, we continue to see a
bifurcation in consumer preferences. On the one hand, for staples
such as household essentials and everyday foods, consumers are
looking for bargains. Here, brand plays a paradoxical role. At the
product level, customer loyalty to well-known brands has declined
as consumers increasingly emphasize value in their shopping
choices. However, as a result of this (and also furthering the
trend), at the store level the brand pulling power of a handful of
European budget supermarket chains, offering own- or unknownlabel products, has strongly increased. Our portfolio company
Action (invested in 2011), a Dutch-headquartered non-food
discount retailer of products such as household goods and office
supplies, has been one beneficiary of this trend. At the other end
of the scale, however, consumers are increasingly willing to pay
more for higher quality in other consumer segments, such as
wearables and restaurants. At the premium end of the European
consumer market, brands have gained the same status and power
as they have in North America, i.e. they are often portrayed as a
lifestyle choice rather than a product choice.
Within these trends, we are looking for companies fitting our
preferred investment strategies, for example, ones that provide
a platform for international expansion. In Europe as in North
America, we still tend to find these opportunities largely in the
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mid-market space. For example, we recently acquired a consumerfacing company operating at the ‘premium’ end of the bifurcation
trend we have observed. Vermaat Groep B.V. is the Dutch market
leader in high-end catering and hospitality services. Founded in
1978 as a single delicatessen store in Utrecht, Vermaat today
provides outsourced catering services to eight end markets
including corporates, museums and hospitals. It operates a total of
231 premium food and beverage outlets across the Netherlands,
including cafés, bistros, restaurants and canteens. Vermaat’s
strength is in providing a consistently high quality of service to
all clients, while at the same time creating a differentiated dining
environment and service for each of them, perfectly tailored to
the client’s needs. We will work with the Vermaat management
team to develop and grow the Company, drawing on its long
track record of investment in the food sector globally. Specifically,
the firm will work with management to lay the groundwork for
expansion into neighboring countries.

Many consumers are prepared to pay a
premium for renowned brands, easing
margin pressure for those that achieve
category winner status.
Asia/emerging markets: watching the consumer space
In Asia and emerging markets, we continue to look at investment
opportunities linked to the growth of the middle class and the
attendant growth in demand for social infrastructure. For this
reason, we maintain our focus on sectors such as healthcare,
media/telecommunications, and also consumer, as these are
where the impacts of increased personal wealth are more quickly
observed. For example, if we look only at the consumer sector, an
increase in personal and collective disposable incomes typically
leads to a widening of choices for consumers and to a shift in
the priorities that form the basis of their purchasing decisions.
How this manifests of course differs depending on the country in
question and the consumer sub-segment. For example, in China,
brands have become a key factor in consumers’ buying decisions.
At one end of the spectrum, China’s appetite for luxury apparel
brands is world-renowned, although it has waned in recent
months in tandem with the country’s slowing economic growth.
However, for everyday purchases, and especially food and drink,
the emphasis on buying known brands is down to something much
more fundamental: a lack of trust in anything else. A number of
high profile food safety scandals in recent years involving the
oftentimes deliberate contamination of products ranging from
soft drinks to ham, cooking oil and bread buns, has somewhat
eroded the instinctive trust consumers place in the products
they find on the supermarket shelf. Though this applies broadly
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Vermaat Groep B.V., the Dutch market leader in high-end catering and hospitality services

across the entire food and drink industry, one area of particular
sensitivity is the Maternity, Baby and Child (MBC) sub-segment,
which has been scarred by several tragic – and fatal – incidents
involving fake and/or contaminated milk powder. As personal
wealth has grown, so has the willingness of parents to pay a
premium for products from trusted, well-known MBC brands.
Although Latin America is experiencing flat or decreasing
disposable income as a result of recent economic performance,
it is still possible to find sectors that are resilient to the overall
macro downturn or that enjoy substantial tailwinds in certain
niches. One way in which this has become apparent is the region’s
growing focus on healthy and sustainable eating. According to a
Nielsen survey (‘We are what we eat’, January 2015), the desire
for sustainably sourced ingredients is higher in Latin America
than in any other region in the world. Some 94% of respondents
in Latin America say they are willing to pay more for foods with
some degree of health attribute, compared with 79% in Europe
and 80% in North America.
As elsewhere in the world, in order to act on these trends we
look for standout companies with a compelling brand name and
an established and substantial market share. For example, the
firm has recently completed its acquisition of a minority stake
in Aiyingshi, one of China’s leading chain retailers in the MBC
sector, which has a strong presence in the affluent Eastern
provinces of Shanghai, Zhejiang, Fujian and Jiangsu. The company
operates in the mid- to high-end MBC market and sells a wide
range of products, including baby formula, diapers, toiletries,
toys, strollers, and baby clothes, to meet the increasing demand
for safe and high-quality MBC products. We will support the
company with a number of value-enhancing initiatives, including
improving its operational efficiency and sourcing capability,
expanding services in its existing stores, and driving forward
Aiyingshi’s international expansion plans. In Brazil meanwhile,
we recently acquired a significant minority stake in Hortifruti,
Brazil’s leading premium retailer of health foods including
fruit and vegetables, dairy products, groceries and meats, with
products typically brought from the farm to the shelf within 24
hours. Founded in 1989, Hortifruti has 40 existing stores within

the states of São Paulo, Rio de Janeiro and Espírito Santo, as well
as a large logistical operation, and employs over 6’600 people to
serve around 2 million customers per month. This investment
again fits with our overall conviction that consumers are prepared
to upgrade for healthier living and want to associate themselves
with brands that represent healthy lifestyle choices. We will
work with Hortifruti’s founders and management to grow the
firm within Brazil through a mix of acquisitions and new store
openings, as well as enhancements to the existing stores and
business lines.

Our key investment strategies
Build out platform companies
We avoid high acquisition multiples by acquiring a
platform company with a strong management team and
infrastructure, and then purchasing add-on companies to
further grow the platform. This typically allows us to bring
small or lower mid-market businesses into the platform
and benefit from the lower acquisition multiples of these
segments compared with upper mid-market and large-cap
companies.

Capture category winners
We actively screen sub-segments of specific industries
benefitting from trend-based tailwinds and focus on finding
the “category winners” that dominate the sub-segment
in terms of market share. Our Industry Value Creation
team then works with the companies’ management teams
to optimize further growth and increase profitability via
effective value chain improvements.

Seek out defensive leaders
Our investment strategy includes the search for niche
leaders not only with growth potential but also with strong
defensive capabilities, high cash flow generation and the
ability to quickly de-leverage in an uncertain and volatile
economic context.
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Relative value analysis

In the secondary market, we anticipate prices to remain at
elevated levels and focus on inflection assets with significant
remaining value creation potential (and where closing discounts
can still be achieved given the positive NAV trend) and mature
assets with good exit visibility. This is also true on the venture/
growth side, particularly in the US. On the primary side, we
believe that the mid-market still offers some of the most
attractive opportunities. We focus on disciplined mid-cap funds
with differentiated sources of alpha creation, as some managers
are beginning to blend into the overcrowded large-cap space.

On the directs side, we are very cautious on large-cap buyouts,
especially in Europe, given the high degree of competition and
the questionable risk/return profiles of some transactions seen
recently in this segment. Purchase price multiples have been
bid up to all-time highs, surpassing pre-Lehman levels. We
overweight emerging markets given the reasonable valuations in
some markets and the positive momentum of the consumptiondriven sectors in most regions, despite the challenging economic
environment.
From a sector perspective, we slightly underweight the
healthcare industry given continuously increasing valuations
(although deal count has fallen slightly), driven by the high degree
of deal competition and strong interest from strategic investors
across all sub-sectors.
On the other hand, we are attracted by segments offering
transformative growth. These include information technology in
the US and in Europe, and especially niche businesses with high
recurring revenues, strong customer stickiness, and high cash
conversion levels. We also like the consumer sector, in particular
in the US, where there is continued gradual recovery and rising
US consumer confidence.

Relative value matrix
NORTH AMERICA

Large

Mid

EUROPE

Small

Growth
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Mid

ASIA/EMERGING MARKETS

Small

Growth
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Small

Growth
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Media/telecommunication
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Media/telecommunication

Consumer

Information technology
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Information technology

Healthcare

Information technology

Healthcare

Financials

Industrials

Financials

Industrials

Financials

Industrials

Inflection assets

Mature assets

Inflection assets

Mature assets

Inflection assets

Mature assets

Buyout

Inflection assets

Mature assets

Inflection assets

Mature assets

Inflection assets

Mature assets

Venture/
growth

Directs
Sectors

Secondaries

Large

Mid

Small
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Mid

Small

Large

Mid

Small

Buyout

Primaries
Venture
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Venture

Growth

Venture
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How to interpret the table: the relative value matrix divides the private equity market into various private equity segments, defined
by regions (North America, Europe and Asia / emerging markets) and transaction type (directs, secondaries and primaries). For direct
and primary investments, we classify the investment by size (small cap up to EUR 250m (Europe) or USD 250m (US); mid cap from EUR
250m to EUR 2bn (Europe) or USD 250m to USD 2bn (US); and large cap over EUR 2bn (Europe) or USD 2bn (US) enterprise value)
and also include a growth segment (for firms with positive cash flows and exceptional growth potential in need of additional capital to
finance further expansion). For secondary investments, we classify by financing stage (buyout and venture / growth) and we distinguish
between inflection assets (early stage) and mature assets according to asset/portfolio age. Green and light green highlight a segment
with high relative attractiveness given Partners Group’s specific capabilities and deal flows. White highlights a neutral segment. Yellow
and light yellow mean that Partners Group underweights the segment and requires an even more dedicated bottom-up selection and
due diligence effort.
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Private real estate
Seeing change as an opportunity.

Prices remain peaky and demand for real estate continues to climb, pushing investors further up the
risk spectrum. We see the greatest investment opportunity in markets where the demand for real
estate has shifted to accommodate new patterns in residential, retail or industrial growth.

Market overview
The quantity of private equity capital focused on real estate
investment has reached levels not seen since peaks registered in
2007 and 2008. This has driven investment volumes in key tier 1
cities such as New York and London to their highest levels since
2006, compressing yields in these markets at the strongest pace
in five years. The quantity of global capital pursuing real estate
investment is projected to continue to fuel all-time pricing
highs in gateway cities throughout 2016. Many major metros
are now considered to be “priced to perfection” and steady
demand for real estate has stimulated a spill-over effect into
secondary markets. Despite this, in 2015, the balance between
leasing activity and underlying economic fundamentals moved in
greater lock-step with capital markets. The narrowing of this gap
has left many major commercial real estate markets on sounder
footing than at any point since the Global Financial Crisis.
The spreads between cap rates and interest rates remain
historically wide relative to long-term averages in most regions.
These factors will likely continue to spur strong real estate
investment activity as investors continue to seek yield. Low
real estate yields, ample credit availability and low borrowing
rates have motivated investors to pursue investments further
up the risk curve, leading to significant increases in investment
in speculative development and properties in secondary or
even tertiary markets. However, development has occurred at
a much more measured pace than in previous growth cycles.
Development activity has largely been contained to markets
that show the economic fundamentals to support it and areas
that lack these fundamentals have been prudently avoided. Real
estate market collapses have regularly been accompanied by the

foreshadowing of massive overdevelopment and rising vacancy
rates, but currently there is less evidence of these trends
emerging as we move into the first half of 2016.

Opportunities in the current market
Europe: regional overweight in current market
From a regional perspective, our relative value assessment
continues to strategically overweight real estate opportunities
in European markets, where the logistics, hospitality and retail
sectors are among those where we see investment potential
in the current market environment. Logistics demand in
Europe set new records for net absorption rates in 2015 and
there continues to be a fundamental under-supply of space
suitable for modern occupiers. This has provided compelling
opportunities to develop major regional warehouses that can
support a network of smaller local distribution centers, as well
as acquire ‘last mile delivery centers’ or smaller distribution
facilities in urban fringe locations, built for the rapid transfer
of goods. Among office and mixed-use properties, we have
identified rental growth opportunities for real estate located
within close proximity to major transport infrastructure
projects. Our focus is on acquiring properties where potential
rent growth has yet to be fully priced in, despite the visibility of
these infrastructure projects and their commercial impact. In
hospitality markets, occupancy rates have returned to pre-crisis
levels, while revenue per available room still remains well below
previous peaks. Our intention is to focus on assets with potential
for cost improvement, operational issues that can be fixed, or
where we can otherwise reposition assets to capitalize on the
continued optimism in core European markets and generate
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alpha. Finally, Europe’s Northern markets continue to exhibit
real estate fundamentals and demographic trends that underpin
a strategic focus on dense, mixed-use urban villages with
undersupplied retail markets. Throughout Europe, our key retail
targets consist of dominant tier 2 shopping centers catering to
value conscious consumers, which fulfill not just local shopping
needs, but also act as a hub for a district’s social and cultural life.

Reinventing retail in East Berlin
A city that illustrates well the attractiveness of Northern
Europe’s retail markets is Berlin. According to Jones Lang
LaSalle, Berlin is among the top ten retail destinations in Europe
and is an important gateway market for international retailers
looking to expand to the continent. It offers better property
yields and excellent fundamentals relative to other major
European cities. In Berlin’s tier 2 shopping centers, outside of
the city center, anchor tenants become increasingly important
in maintaining footfall and can quickly increase or decrease a
shopping center’s consumer appeal and the perceived value
of the property. To maximize value in a tier 2 retail property
investment, it’s important to design shopping centers that “hit
the spot” with their local catchment area by identifying key
brands that not only fill up space and secure strong cash flows,
but also add to the product mix of a center.

In Europe, our key retail targets
consist of dominant tier 2 shopping
centers, which act as a hub for the
social and cultural life of a district.
An example of our ability to execute upon the tier 2 retail
investment opportunity is our acquisition of the Allee Center,
which is a 16’323 square meter food-anchored neighborhood
shopping center in Litchtenberg, a residential district of East
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Berlin. The retail property consists of both retail and office
space and benefits from a diverse tenant base. The business plan
for the center focuses on expanding the anchor stores and
identifying key brands, which will not only generate additional
income, but also enhance the center’s overall tenant mix. Other
opportunities to add value at the property level include the
conversion of 2’500 square meters of unproductive storage
space into an additional retail sales area and the reconfiguration
of up to 2’100 square meters of existing retail space into more
efficient larger unit sizes. Both initiatives would improve the
rentable sales area as well as increase the average rent per
square meter at the property. The acquisition is a complement to
our existing German retail portfolio and is anticipated to
significantly increase its overall quality and attractiveness,
facilitating an eventual sale to a core institutional buyer.

US: “spillover” demand transforms secondary markets
In North America, specifically the US, multifamily residential
properties and office buildings are the sectors where we see
the most investment potential currently, especially those that
benefit from continued economic recovery. The technology
start-up boom has been one of the most significant economic
drivers of this business cycle, but it is crucial to strategically
identify which of these markets has continued momentum
as well as future staying power. In addition to identifying
technology markets with staying power, we are focused on
determining which markets in proximity to major technology
hubs could experience strong “spillover” effects from future
growth. We focus on the acquisition or development of creative
office space and multifamily properties located within such
markets, as we expect them to be positively impacted by
favorable migration trends, instigated by individuals as well as
companies’ desires to reduce costs.
Home ownership rates at multi-decade lows, and a relatively
subdued construction pace for single family homes in the US,
have pushed the national vacancy rate for multifamily properties
to a cyclical low of 4.2%. Market fundamentals in leasing
continue to be robust, owing in large part to unprecedented
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absorption for this cycle. Year-to-date absorption is up over
7.5% compared to 2014. On a national average, this has
sustained rent growth figures that have risen by 3.7% year on
year with further strengthening anticipated for 2016.
Some of the strongest performing markets are located on the
US West Coast, in markets where there is local emphasis on
knowledge and technology-based jobs, such as San Francisco,
Seattle, and Portland, or their satellite towns. In San Francisco,
the average apartment rent has soared 57% over the last
five years to USD 3’524 per month as a result of a chronic
undersupply of housing and the availability of high-paying tech
jobs (see chart below). This has forced many city dwellers to look
outside the city center and is having a transformative effect on
nearby cities such as Oakland, due to a classic “spillover” effect.
While rents in San Francisco have risen 57% over the past five
years, rents in Oakland, only 10 miles away have leapt 88%.
With 15-minute commutes to downtown San Francisco and
much lower rents, Oakland is an increasingly viable choice for
renters who work or play across the Bay.

Average rent in USD per month

San Francisco & Oakland apartment rental trends
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Recent examples of our ability to source transactions that
capitalize on this millennial renter demand trend include
two multifamily developments that are currently under due
diligence within the Oakland market. Both development
opportunities consist of approximately 200 class A multifamily
residential units located in Oakland’s transit-oriented central
neighborhoods, with pedestrian access to over 69 retail
establishments within one mile of the sites.

has caused inadvertent increases in offshore debt servicing
requirements and, as a result, highly-levered developers are
looking to sell assets at discounted prices in order to shore up
balance sheets. In Singapore, office, retail and residential sectors
remain challenging from a price and yield perspective, while
the industrial sector offers defendable yield spreads relative
to the 10-year bond. Industrial acquisitions in Singapore offer
opportunities to reposition under-rented properties to target
higher-value strategic industrial sectors, as well as benefit
from government measures supportive of private sector-led
industrial development. In Asia-Pacific’s hospitality sector, China
and India’s growing middle classes are expanding their travel
spending exponentially. Tourist arrivals in Japan and Korea in
particular have increased dramatically year on year, offering
opportunities to capitalize on increasing intraregional tourism
by targeting the acquisition of undermanaged hotel properties
from distressed or non-professional owners.

The evolution of logistics in Australia
Meanwhile, in Australia, ongoing infrastructure improvements to
the road, rail, aviation and maritime industries are transforming
where industrial users want to be located and shifting demand
for warehouse and industrial tenants. In Australia’s industrial
markets, a key investment focus will be select submarkets where
there is an acute shortage of modern distribution facilities
to enable third-party logistics providers to increase delivery
speeds to highly populated areas. We will focus on acquiring
income-generating industrial properties that will benefit
from these infrastructure improvements and also offer the
opportunity to proactively add value, for example by increasing
leasable space through the development and/or conversion of
industrial properties.

In Australia, ongoing improvements
to road, rail, aviation and maritime
infrastructure are transforming the
logistics industry.

Asia-Pacific: fragmented opportunity set
In Asia-Pacific, concerns over slowing economic growth
continue to cause apprehension among real estate investors
across the region and real estate transaction volumes reflect
these trends, falling nearly 30% year on year. Nonetheless,
though the picture is challenging across Asia, the impact on
different sectors of the property markets within individual
Asian countries has been diverse, and has thrown up a disparate
set of investment opportunities. For example, Chinese
developers had historically tapped cheaper offshore debt to
fund investments, in part counting on the future appreciation
of the renminbi. However, the recent currency devaluation

One Australian city where we see an opportunity to take
advantage of the evolution of the country’s logistics networks
is Sydney, which is Australia’s second largest industrial property
market behind Melbourne in terms of the amount of zoned
industrial land. Industrial users range from domestic service
industries such as the local mechanic to larger scale users like
transport and logistics companies and manufacturers. The
retail trade contributes 32.5% of revenue to Australia’s logistics
sector (IbisWorld; 2013) and has inevitably become an integral
driver of demand for warehousing. This trend is set to continue
with the increase in online retailing and demand from overseas
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Yennora Alcoa, an industrial estate in Western Sydney offering potential for refurbishment and re-development as a logistics hub

retailers, who are aiming to reduce the cost and delivery times
of goods. This should in turn buoy demand for logistics space,
particularly in Western Sydney, which has good access to
motorways, intermodal terminals and planned infrastructure
like the WestConnex motorway.

Sydney. The business plan consists of implementing a sale and
leaseback arrangement with the current tenant and property
owner, plus a capital expenditure program to refurbish
select buildings and develop select build-to-suit facilities or
warehouses with pre-committed tenancy.

An example that highlights this strategic focus and our ability
to capitalize on this trend is our recent acquisition of Yennora
Alcoa, an industrial estate consisting of older-style warehouses
offering refurbishment and re-development potential. The
estate is located in Yennora, a traditional distribution location
for Sydney due to its central location. The site consists of
approximately 300’000 developable square meters and sits
on one of the largest single freehold land holdings in Western

The first phase of the business plan will consist of the demolition
of pre-agreed sites and remediation of land in preparation for
development, as well as an application for land title subdivision.
The second phase will consist of a 24-month capital expenditure
plan to refurbish pre-specified buildings, consisting of providing
water and sewerage to each site, replacing walls, replacing
roller doors, ensuring all buildings comply with Australian
building code regulations, as well as replacing hardstands (paved
areas designed for heavy machinery use). These initiatives are
intended to allow greater flexibility for tenancy and position the
asset for sale either as a portfolio or as individual buildings to
owner-occupiers.

Our key investment strategies
Buy below replacement cost
We target assets with low valuations located in rebounding
markets that can be repositioned and then leased-up by
under-cutting market rents. These opportunities typically
arise as a result of ineffective management, inadequate
leasing or physical deficiencies – often these issues can be
addressed in our value creation approach.

Buy, fix, and sell
This approach typically targets older buildings in great
locations that are in need of owner-oriented asset
management initiatives including capital expenditure,
repositioning, lease-up and the implementation of building
efficiencies to capture rental and pricing differentials.

Develop core
In markets with strong long-term fundamentals and trends
that support additional absorption, we will selectively
develop properties through ground-up construction. We
focus on developments that will meet end-user demand
and appeal to core investors.
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Relative value analysis
As pricing and competition for real estate in the US have made
opportunities less compelling on a relative value basis than
properties in Europe or Asia, the H1 2016 relative value matrix
reflects this, with US markets generally underweight and
Europe and Asia generally overweight. Exceptions to this are
the markets of Hong Kong and Singapore, where pricing tends
to be higher due to strong links to the appreciating US dollar.
The relative attractiveness of both markets has come down
accordingly.
Among property types, office properties are a relative
overweight due to changing city skylines, recovering job
markets, and increasing corporate demand for high-quality
workplaces that inspire employees and enhance retention.
Retail properties are most overweight in Europe, particularly
in markets in the Nordics where we target a heavy overweight.
Industrial properties continue to offer attractive yields and
select opportunities to acquire properties below replacement
cost. These can then be developed as build-to-suit facilities

PRIVATE REAL ESTATE

for specific companies in key logistics clusters or as valueadded opportunities that benefit from good fundamentals.
The multifamily (apartment) sector has the greatest
overweight in the US. Locations with high job growth (organic
or due to corporate relocations) or significant infrastructure
developments have been key drivers of rental growth and
therefore investment opportunities.
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How to interpret the table: the relative value matrix divides the private real estate market into various segments, defined by regions
(Americas, Europe and Asia-Pacific) and investment type (directs, secondaries and primaries). Direct investments are divided into senior
debt, mezzanine, preferred equity and equity. For secondaries, we distinguish between inflection assets (early stage) and mature assets
according to asset/portfolio age. Primary investments are classified by investment type (debt, core, value-added and opportunistic).
For locations, we classify either by geographical region or by individual countries. Green and light green highlight a segment with high
relative attractiveness given Partners Group’s specific capabilities and deal flow. White highlights a neutral segment. Yellow and light
yellow mean Partners Group underweights the segment and requires an even more dedicated bottom-up selection effort.
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Private debt
Demand grows for non-bank lenders.

As the oversupply of cheap capital in the banking and CLO debt markets decreases, we see increasing
opportunities for non-bank lenders like Partners Group. In particular, demand for flexible and crossborder debt financing, as well as for second lien debt, is growing in Europe, Asia and the US.

LBO debt volumes as of Q3 2015 YTD dropped to EUR 49
billion in Europe and USD 346 billion in the US, around 25%
below 2014 equivalent levels. Although European volumes in
October and November 2015 were slightly above the previous
year, we expect the 2015 annual volume to stay below 2014
levels following lower buyout and particularly recap/refinancing
activity. The recent decrease in senior volumes combined with
lower demand for credit, primarily caused by lower CLO market
issuance, has reduced the previous supply/demand imbalance.
The current weak demand for CLOs, especially at the top
of the capital stack (i.e. from AAA investors), has decreased
overall liquidity flows in the market and stabilized the
supply-demand imbalance observed in H2 2015. Since mid2015, CLO liability spreads have widened again, resulting in
potentially less attractive economics for equity holders. The
European regulatory environment partly explains the lower
level of appetite, given Solvency II and high regulatory capital
charges for insurance companies and Basel III requirements
for European banks. Some investors have reached their limit
on certain serial CLO issuers and thus have to diversify their
CLO portfolios by manager. This could provide interesting
opportunities for ‘newer’ CLO issuers to take advantage of
the increasing Term Loan B spreads recently observed on the
underlying loan collateral. The aforementioned risk-retention
regulation has also prevented some potential investors from
participating. Notwithstanding the above, the CLO market
can open and close at short notice and the picture can vary
significantly between geographies.
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It should be noted that secondary market pricing also reflects
outflows from retail loan funds in the US and the weakening
of institutional bids, with the average flow names decreasing
significantly in the US from 99.4 to 95.0 between Q2 and
December 2015. Another driver of lower US secondary market
pricing is the relative attractiveness of the new issue primary
market, in which pricing has widened from previous periods.
This dynamic has played out to a lesser extent in Europe, which
has proved to be more resilient and has not dipped below 99.0.
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Other capital markets, such as the high-yield bond market, have
been affected by the recent volatility, with bankers recently
widening their flex language (i.e. the ability to amend financing
terms if necessary to successfully syndicate loans) to protect
themselves against hung deals. This is providing private lenders
with the opportunity to play a larger role in the capital structure.
As a side note, the volatility seen across capital markets and
current rising yields have made re-pricing extremely difficult
for borrowers. S&P LCD did not track a single re-pricing in
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We recently invested in the largest denture- and implant- services provider in the US, Affordable Care, Inc.

Q3 2015, marking a complete turnaround from Q2 2015 and
providing a return to a more stable lending environment.
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Opportunities in the current market
Weakening demand from institutional and CLO investors has
created attractive opportunities for global firms like Partners
Group to lend on a relative value basis in both the primary and
secondary markets, especially in the US.

US: sponsors look to alternative financing sources
The increasing regulation of the banking sector, which has
historically acted as a significant provider of traditional sources
of financing such as high yield and broadly syndicated debt, has
led to less predictable syndication markets. Additionally, market
volatility has led to banks becoming increasingly concerned
about their ability to successfully syndicate second lien deals
and they have reacted by demanding additional flexibility on
terms before they underwrite deals. As a result, sponsors are
increasingly bypassing banks and turning to alternative sources
of institutional subordinated capital. This disintermediation of
the banks, especially in the senior second lien debt bracket, is
expected to continue, with equity sponsors increasingly valuing
the certainty and flexibility provided by institutional sources as
an alternative to the traditional bank underwriting model.

same debt provider on their next transaction. We have already
generated a number of investment opportunities via established
relationships with sponsors in our preferred investment
category of mid-market companies that are leaders within their
sub-sector.
One example of a Partners Group transaction benefitting
from the trend mentioned above is our recent investment
into US dental services provider Affordable Care, Inc. (ACI).
Founded in 1975, ACI is now the largest denture- and implantservices provider in the US. The dental services industry has
demonstrated significant resilience throughout the recession,
growing every year from 2007-2013. The sector is expected
to continue growing as the US population ages. ACI’s Sponsor
had worked with us in a prior transaction and approached
us again for the ACI investment due to our ability to provide
flexible investment structures and work directly alongside them
throughout the process.
We were able to offer the Sponsor an investment solution
that satisfied a number of needs in a volatile investment and
financing market, thus securing the deal. For our investors
meanwhile, the deal offered strong relative value as ACI has
demonstrated strong and consistent organic growth, is the
market leader in its space, and provides a differentiated service
to an underserved population.

Weakening demand from institutional
and CLO investors has created
attractive opportunities in both the
primary and secondary markets.

Following a positive experience with a non-bank debt provider
on one transaction, equity sponsors will often return to the
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Europe: acquisition financing is key focus
In Europe, which exhibits only moderate growth as a region,
we continue to focus our investment activities on midmarket companies seeking financing in order to expand their
international footprint and consolidate the market. Several of
our portfolio companies in Europe are considering acquisitions
in the coming months, in order to tap into faster-growing
markets outside of their home country.
These companies typically require international financing
partners who are able to structure creative and tailored
debt financing solutions. We have seen several deals that fit
this description and are in the final stages of one significant
transaction in which we have lead-arranged the junior debt
financing for the acquisition of a key competitor by a leading
firm in a defensive market niche.

Asia-based companies are increasingly
looking to lenders outside the region
for innovative cross-border financing.
Asia: cross-border financing in demand
Building on the opportunity we identified in the last Private
Markets Navigator, we continue to leverage our local presence
and sponsor relationships on the ground in Asia to provide
capital for high-quality companies in the region. As stated
previously, the local financing market is not deep enough to
provide the full range of flexible financing solutions required by
borrowers. Therefore, Asia-based companies are increasingly
looking to lenders outside the region for innovative crossborder financing packages to complement the increasingly
international nature of their businesses. For example, they may
seek out a multi-currency funding package for operations across
multiple jurisdictions.
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Our key investment strategies
Offer creative structures
Our approach is to offer flexible and tailor-made capital
structures. This has recently become a key differentiator,
especially in the US where banks are restricted in their
ability to provide leverage, and has allowed us to generate
excess yields.

Focus on niche markets
We remain focused on resilient companies active in niche
markets, protected by high barriers to entry and able to
offer premium products or services crucial for their clients.

Support buy-and-build strategies
We continue to support successful sponsors and
management teams in their buy-and-build strategies, by
providing add-on acquisition financing in a timely manner,
particularly under strict time constraints.

These cross-border financings are not easy to transact on due
to their complexity, which creates a barrier to entry for some
regional and smaller lenders. Firms like Partners Group, with
its global private debt platform, are well-positioned as solution
providers in this situation. Within this opportunity set, we look
particularly for resilient – often market-leading – mid-market
companies in niche markets, which are protected by high
barriers to entry.
For example, in October 2015, we financed the buyout of Vistra,
a leading global provider of trust, fiduciary, fund and corporate
administration services, and its subsequent acquisition of an
industry peer, Orangefield, in what was the biggest cross-border
subordinated deal in 2015 for an Asia-domiciled borrower.
The Orangefield acquisition made Vistra one of the top three
players in its field globally, with a dominant market position in
Asia. A high proportion of Vistra’s earnings are recurring; the
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company’s defensive characteristics meant it was able to keep
growing throughout the last economic downturn. Its industry is
a strongly growing market currently going through a period of
consolidation, which benefits from increasing global complexity
in terms of regulation and compliance. We anchored the debt
offering through a combination of first and second lien debt, and
will benefit from further upside through an equity commitment,
thereby becoming a full solution provider for the financial
sponsor backing the investment.

Relative value analysis
We continue to overweight small- and mid-cap first and
second lien debt investments, but currently see some
attractive opportunities in the large-cap segment as well.
This is particularly true in the US, as increasing regulation
is constraining the banks’ ability to provide financing and
stemming the flow of liquidity from institutional funds. The
general reduction in risk appetite in the US has led to second
lien spreads ticking up markedly, offering almost mezzanine-like
returns to junior investors. Relative value can also be found in
the US secondary market, where good credits are currently
trading at a significant discount.

Relative value matrix
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How to interpret the table: the relative value matrix divides the private debt market into various private debt segments, defined by
regions (North America, Europe and Asia / emerging markets) and debt strategy (mezzanine, second lien, first lien and senior secondaries).
In each segment, we classify the investments by size (small / mid and large cap). Green and light green highlight a segment with high
relative attractiveness given Partners Group’s specific capabilities and deal flows. White highlights a neutral segment. Yellow and light
yellow mean that Partners Group underweights the segment and requires an even more dedicated bottom-up selection effort.
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Private infrastructure
For sustainable returns, look away
from the mainstream.
Investor demand for infrastructure assets remains high and so does pricing, especially in the core
brownfield space. To find quality assets at reasonable prices, we look outside the mainstream to
markets undergoing a transformative shift in the demand or use of infrastructure.

Market overview
Historically low base rates, low inflation and moderate growth
at best have been dominating the macroeconomic picture in
many developed markets in recent years. In this environment,
appetite for infrastructure assets has been rising continuously
as investors increasingly value the asset class for its stable cash
flows and inherent protection against future inflation. This has
attracted capital to the sector and, in combination with the
high availability of debt financing, has allowed asset valuations
to surge. Core brownfield assets in developed jurisdictions
are particularly sought-after as they are widely perceived to
be the most stable. For transactions involving these assets,
inflated prices of between 25-30x EBITDA have become the
‘new normal’. Recent examples include Associated British
Ports, which was reportedly bought by CPP and Hermes GPE
at 25x EV/EBITDA, or Indiana Toll Road in the US, which was
reportedly bought by IFM for 32x EV/EBITDA. With modest
underwritten equity returns for these assets only in the midsingle digits, we maintain our belief – stated in previous Private
Markets Navigators – that investors are not always adequately
compensated for inherent business, regulatory, or macro risks,
and that there is a clear chance some of these assets might
underperform when regulations change or when real rates start
reverting back to long-run levels.
The fundraising environment is reflective of the strong demand
for infrastructure investment. According to Preqin, an industry
data provider, average fund sizes of private infrastructure funds
have increased by almost 70% over the past five years from USD
521 million in 2010 to USD 883 million in 2015. The record
amount of dry powder available to fund managers has further
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helped to push up prices because it has increased competition
for assets. This trend is expected to continue in 2016 as several
large and mega funds are launching into the market, including
GIP III, which has a target size of USD 15 billion, and Brookfield
III, with a target size of USD 10 billion.

Opportunities in the current market
In this environment, we continue to be especially disciplined on
new investments, making sure that we are not competing on the
cost of capital but able to identify opportunities that allow us to
capture return premiums for our investors. At the same time, we
are taking advantage of the exit opportunities that the current
environment offers and have, over the course of 2015, realized
a number of transactions at favorable terms, thus achieving very
attractive returns for our clients.
Among others, we realized our direct mezzanine investments in
Newcastle Coal Infrastructure Group (NCIG 3rd stage) and
Thai Wind Projects in the third quarter of 2015. The long noncall period on the NCIG 3rd stage mezzanine investment meant
we couldn’t be refinanced out once the facility was de-risked
and operative. As a result, we were able to find a buyer that was
willing to pay a significant premium to face value (and our entry
price) on the note because it had been de-risked. The repayment
of Thai Wind Projects also exceeded our base case, partly due
to the strong operational performance of the wind farm relative
to our expectation, but also because of the early realization
protection mechanisms we had negotiated into the contract at
the time of investment.
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Andreas Knecht Chief Operating Officer | Brandon Prater Co-Head Private Infrastructure

Europe: corporate divestments yield potential
acquisition targets
As outlined earlier, high levels of investor appetite for European
infrastructure assets from both Europe-based and international
investors continue to lead to record-high valuations in the
core brownfield segment. In a competitive environment
like this, our focus for the further build-up of our private
infrastructure portfolio remains almost exclusively on finding
attractive opportunities outside the crowded core space. Only
in exceptional cases would we consider investments in what
we would term a “niche core” space, i.e. core deals with some
special situations characteristics which offer an attractive risk/
return profile. We have typically turned our attention to assets
that are less mainstream and are finding them in Europe in the
communications and renewable energy sectors, among others.
Greenfield communication assets, particularly fast broadband,
are attractive in Europe where penetration is still low in many
countries and demand-side dynamics, combined with strong
policy support, invite substantial investment in the sector. As
an example, we are considering fiber network opportunities
and assets where we can capture attractive growth through
the rollout of new networks. Greenfield renewables in select
segments such as offshore wind or biomass also offer attractive
risk/return profiles, particularly in jurisdictions where the
probability of adverse changes to tariff support is perceived
to be low, such as the UK, Germany or France. We focus our
origination efforts in this sector on sizeable projects with
established technologies and utility partners, as well as with
strong developers.

Greenfield communication assets,
particularly fast broadband, are
attractive in Europe where penetration
is still low in many countries.

A number of attractive opportunities are also arising out of a
new wave of corporate sales of energy infrastructure from oil
and gas majors and utilities. The significant drop in commodity
prices, combined with high levels of physical supply, is forcing
these corporations to review their business plans and capital
allocations, while at the same time limiting their access to capital
markets. As a consequence, companies like Shell, BP, Total, or
ENI are carving out their non-core assets at competitive prices,
creating opportunities to acquire less competed assets with
attractive risk/return profiles and strong upside potential.
The areas that we focus on include oil and gas midstream
assets such as pipelines, gas import and storage infrastructure,
and regasification facilities, as well as conventional power
infrastructure such as heat generation and distribution assets. In
Q3 2015, we carried out due diligence on a French gas storage
asset. The seller had put the facility up for sale as part of a global
multi-billion Euro asset disposal program. We liked the asset due
to its solid infrastructure characteristics (it was a brownfield,
yielding, long-life asset in a core geography) and its inherent
potential to be converted into a core infrastructure asset, based
on impending regulation for gas storage requirements in France.
We were one of two contenders in the final round of the sales
process but eventually lost to the other bidder. This investor was
willing to pay a price significantly above what we were willing
to spend, considering that this was a single asset and therefore
offered us little ability to compensate adverse risk in a way that
a more diversified asset would have.

US: communications and energy sectors stand out
In North America, we see attractive opportunities in the
communications, power, and energy infrastructure sectors.
In communications, strong growth in broadband demand and
policy support are creating tailwinds at a time when carriers are
shifting from infrastructure ownership to capacity/spectrum
purchases. In recognition of this trend, we recently closed our
investment in Seabras-1, the first direct subsea fiber optic cable
between New York, USA, and Sao Paulo, Brazil. Seabras-1 is
an independent, carrier-neutral alternative network enabling
carriers to buy broadband capacity without having to invest in
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the development of the respective infrastructure. It is envisaged
to be the first of a series of similar networks offering point-topoint bandwidth and connectivity services.
Furthermore, the disruptions in commodity markets are also
affecting the North American energy infrastructure landscape:
combined with the massive shift in supply from shale, the
structural shift of commodity prices in favor of natural gas is
resulting in a rapid displacement of coal power generation in the
US power market. At the same time, environmental initiatives
and more stringent environmental regulations have created
incentives for producers to build out renewable generation
capacity. The US Energy Information Administration predicts
around 60GW of cumulative coal retirements by 2020 across
the United States, requiring significant replacement capacity
even without demand growth. These trends offer multiple
opportunities for us to invest. For example, the coal retirements
represent an opportunity to acquire and develop replacement
assets both in the gas-fired and renewable generation space.
We see strong deal flow in these segments in the US, but the
attractiveness of individual opportunities is very situationdependent. We focus our efforts on greenfield power assets
with long-term off-take agreements, for example new-build
onshore wind farms, and “value-add” brownfield power assets,
where our principal is protected through existing off-take
contracts and additional upside can be captured through add-on
acquisitions, capacity expansion, re-contracting, and platform
growth. The substantial ramp-up in gas production, coupled
with the shift in gas-fired power, also underpins the need for
gas infrastructure, both within the US (in the form of midstream
or upstream gathering, processing, transportation and storage
infrastructure, or downstream processing infrastructure) and
across the borders in neighboring countries (in the form of
liquefied natural gas export facilities and interconnectors to
Canada and Mexico). We are capitalizing on these opportunities,
for example through our platform investment in Fermaca, the
Mexican gas pipeline developer, where we are currently in the
process of building a pipeline that transports gas from Texas to
the Mexican border.

Conventional power assets needed to support
adoption of renewables
On the other hand, the growing utilization of renewables to
support electricity demand is changing the requirements of
the electrical grid. Renewable resources are less predictable in
nature and their intermittent generation characteristics mean
that electricity supply can go through several sharp changes
throughout the day, increasing grid reliability risks. New
technologies that allow consumers to effectively control their
energy consumption add further volatility to the grid. As a result,
the requirement for flexible generation capacities to ensure grid
reliability is growing and places a premium on assets that can
ramp up flexibly and start and stop multiple times per day.
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With this in mind, in November 2015, Partners Group acquired
a 25% stake in Sentinel Energy Center (Sentinel), an 800MW
California-based natural gas-fired power generation facility,
in a transaction we consider to be a great example of our key
investment strategy of acting on transformational growth.
Sentinel is a simple-cycle, natural gas-fired, contracted power
generation facility located in the Los Angeles Basin area of
California. It is the largest plant of its kind in the world, with
eight state-of-the-art GE LMS100 aeroderivative combustion
turbines. Sentinel supports California’s increasing emphasis
on renewable energy by providing flexible capacity that can
start and stop on demand in response to fluctuations in supply
from intermittent renewable electricity sources such as wind
and solar. The plant, which reached commercial operation in
May 2013, can ramp up to full capacity in less than ten minutes,
enabling electric utilities to maintain grid stability. As such,
Sentinel is a highly flexible resource perfectly situated in a
market that has a growing need for this flexibility. It is a strong
complement to the state of California’s overarching goal to
increase the use of renewable energy sources. Together with
our partners, we aim, through Sentinel, to continue to provide
clean, reliable, and flexible power capacity, both under the
plant’s existing power purchase agreement and, in the future, to
other utilities throughout the region.

California’s power supply mix is shifting to renewables
2015E capacity mix (MW)
30% intermittent resources
Nuclear
3%
Hydro
14%

Other
6%

Imports
6%
Demand resp.
2%
Geothermal
3%
Solar&Wind
11%

2023E capacity mix (MW)
36% intermittent resources
Nuclear
3%
Hydro
14%

Gas
55%

Other
7%

Imports
6%
Demand resp.
2%
Geothermal
3%
Solar&Wind
17%

Gas
49%

Source: PA Consulting Group, 2015; intermittent resources include: solar&wind, geothermal
and demand response; other includes: oil and coal

Emerging markets: support for renewables grows
Emerging Latin American and Asian markets continue to provide
an attractive case for investment in infrastructure, driven
by economic growth and continued high demand for private
capital to fund infrastructure investment. However, investable
opportunities remain scarce, not least due to intensified
currency volatility and continued uncertainty around regulatory
risk in many countries. At the same time, investor demand keeps
driving valuations up as investors seek alternative options away
from competitive markets such as the US and Europe. We focus
our origination efforts on opportunities surrounding the buildout of energy, transportation and communication systems, and
in particular on sourcing “out of market” opportunities that offer
solid fundamentals and protect our investors from downside
risks such as currency risk. We are also careful in the selection
of our partners, focusing exclusively on experienced developers
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Sentinel Energy Center, an 800MW California-based natural gas-fired power generation facility

and sponsors, and spend a lot of time building our relationships
with developers in the countries that we deem attractive, as we
believe this will provide significant opportunities in the future.

Across emerging markets, regulatory
changes in support of renewable
energy could provide significant
investment opportunities.
Across emerging markets, we believe that regulatory changes
in support of renewable energy could provide significant
investment opportunities in the months and years to come.
Subsidy regimes are being boosted by fundamental demand
drivers and many governments are placing increased emphasis
on decreasing their dependence on fossil fuels. An example is
India, where government support for renewable energy has
dramatically increased following the 2014 elections. The new
government has initiated a number of positive policy changes
to stimulate investment in infrastructure and particularly
renewable power infrastructure. Amongst others, in June 2015
the Indian Ministry of New and Renewable Energy announced a
target of 100GW of installed solar capacity and 60GW of wind
capacity by 2022, a dramatic increase from the previous 20GW
target for solar and no defined target for wind. In addition,
a growing economy and low per capita power consumption
compared to neighboring countries imply an inherent power
deficit that bodes well for future demand. On a per capita
basis, India’s energy consumption is in fact only a third of the
world’s average, according to the International Energy Agency
(2015). The investment environment is also more conducive
now and the Reserve Bank of India has been making important
policy decisions to support the Indian Rupee and avoid extreme
volatility. Debt markets are maturing and long-term fixed rate
project financing is now available.

We have been closely following the opportunities in the
Indian infrastructure space. We have evaluated a number of
opportunities and are proceeding to implement a suitable
investment structure for a larger platform with existing and
construction-ready assets. This opportunity is attractive on
a ‘hedged’ basis, thus eliminating potential currency volatility
risks. Our investment would support the significant planned
growth of the platform through the realization of the current
project pipeline.

Our key investment strategies
Focus on value enhancement potential
We focus on investment opportunities that offer us
the potential to enhance operational value through
growth and efficiency improvements. One key source of
these investment opportunities is the ongoing trend for
corporate owners of infrastructure to sell assets as part of
a restructuring process.

Search for transformative growth
We seek out opportunities where strong long-term
fundamentals in a particular market support the demand
for building a select type of infrastructure, for example,
due to evolving infrastructure needs or changing market
fundamentals.

Build out market-leading infrastructure platforms
We look for investments that offer us the opportunity to
build scale, for example through investing in fragmented
markets that have the potential for consolidation and
platform building.
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Relative value analysis

Mainstream secondaries remain a sellers’ market
Competition is also increasing in the market for infrastructure
secondaries, with ever-more participants entering the space
willing to pay high prices. The focus of most market participants
remains on acquiring established brand-name infrastructure
funds, where bidders are now seeking prices from a singledigit discount to a small premium. This environment is testing
investment discipline and as such we remain neutral to
underweight on mature assets, especially in Europe, where high
valuations imply low returns going forward. Inflection assets are
more attractive, especially in North America, where funds can
benefit from dislocation in the energy space. Furthermore, we
are looking to take advantage of non-traditional situations such
as portfolio restructurings. An increasing number of managers
is considering term extensions of their more difficult vintage
funds (such as 2007), in order to gain more time to sell off their
remaining portfolio assets. These so called tail-end liquidity
solutions represent a growing segment of the market and are an
attractive investment opportunity for flexible and experienced
investors like Partners Group, as the long-term nature of many
of these offerings limits their suitability for smaller and less
experienced infrastructure secondary investors.

Pricing and competition are making European opportunities
relatively less compelling than assets in other regions of the
world. The H1 2016 relative value matrix reflects this situation
with European markets generally underweight and North
America and Asia/Rest of World comparatively overweight.
An exception to this is the communications sector, which on
a relative basis is more attractive in Europe due to increased
deal flow in the fiber networks and fast broadband space,
where strong demand and supportive policy agendas create an
attractive growth outlook for the sector.
Among the other subsectors, conventional power in North
America is a relative overweight, based, as described, on the
growing opportunity set created by substantial coal-fired
power generation capacity retirements and the simultaneous
build-out of gas-fired generation capacity as a replacement.
The transportation, water and public-private partnership
(PPP) sectors are generally not focus areas, although they
warrant opportunistic coverage in all regions, and particularly in
Australia and New Zealand. In these two countries, availabilitybased PPPs can be attractive on a relative basis, although
political sensitivities have to be carefully considered. Waste
management continues to be a subsector we underweight in
every region.

Relative value matrix
NORTH AMERICA

EUROPE

ASIA/REST OF WORLD

Transportation

Power
conventional

Energy
infrastructure

Social
infrastructure

Transportation

Power
conventional

Energy
infrastructure

Social
infrastructure

Transportation

Power
conventional

Energy
infrastructure

Social
infrastructure

Communication

Power
renewable

Water

Waste
management

Communication

Power
renewable

Water

Waste
management

Communication

Power
renewable

Water

Waste
management

Sector

Financing
stage

Greenfield

Brownfield

Greenfield

Brownfield

Greenfield

Brownfield

Directs

Equity

Junior debt

Equity

Junior debt

Equity

Junior debt

Secondaries

Inflection assets

Mature assets

Inflection assets

Mature assets

Inflection assets

Mature assets

How to interpret the table: the relative value matrix divides the private infrastructure market into various regions (North America,
Europe and Rest of World) and segments, which are then divided into sectors (transportation, communication, power conventional, power
renewable, energy infrastructure, water, waste management, and social), financing stage (brownfield and greenfield) and investment
types (directs or secondaries). For directs, we distinguish between equity and debt. For secondary investments, we distinguish between
inflection assets (early stage) and mature assets according to asset/portfolio age. Green and light green highlight a segment with high
relative attractiveness given Partners Group‘s specific capabilities and deal flows. White highlights a neutral segment. Yellow and light
yellow mean that Partners Group underweights the segment and requires an even more dedicated bottom-up selection effort.
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Liquid private markets
Mixed performances across sectors.

While listed infrastructure stocks have been influenced by recent market volatility, valuations
generally remain high. Meanwhile, listed private equity has performed well with less volatility, but
many stocks are trading at sizeable discounts.

After a temporary setback in August, listed private equity,
measured by the Partners Group Listed Investments SICAV
– Listed Private Equity, continued its strong performance,
reaching +10.2% for the year ending 31 December 2015.
Despite sizeable capital gains, high realization activity and an
attractive environment, discounts widened to approximately
18% at year-end. We believe there is potential for further
discount contraction to a long-term average of 15%. Despite
the strong sector performance, share prices of US asset
managers and business development companies (BDCs) have
declined substantially, discounting the uncertainty and volatility
of carried interest. BDCs are trading at sizeable discounts
(up to 40%) to their book value following a widening in credit
spreads in the wake of energy-related issues. The sector offers
a yield spread of approximately 9% to US Treasuries and an
average dividend yield of around 11%. As a result, activist
shareholders have entered the space and are pushing for
significant share buyback programs, which are highly accretive
at current valuation levels. In recent months, valuations of listed
infrastructure equities have remained high, alongside broader
equity markets, while increasing concerns over growth in
emerging markets and a strongly declining oil price have added
to volatility. Pipeline operators and cargo railways have been
impacted by lower commodity prices, but toll road and airport
operators in Europe have benefited from a more sustainable
recovery and quantitative easing. In the US, expectations of an
interest rate rise in late 2015 caused investors to underweight
more interest-rate sensitive sectors, such as transmission and
distribution, leading to a small market correction.

Listed infrastructure valuations
12x
EV/EBITDA multiple

Market overview

11x
10x
9x
8x
7x
6x
5x
2011

2012

2013

Listed Infrastructure

2014

2015

MSCI World

Source: Bloomberg, December 2015

Relative value analysis
Despite strong performance, a favorable exit environment and
sizable discounts, our outlook for listed private equity has
not changed and we remain neutral overall. Direct investment
companies continue their healthy performance with strong
realizations above NAV and increasing distributions, in
particular in Europe (e.g. Ackermans & van Haaren, Investor AB,
Electra Private Equity). We still have a preference for companies
with mature buyout portfolios, visible exit pipelines, as well as
healthy NAV and distribution growth. Although valuations have
become less compelling, there are still attractive investment
opportunities and bottom-up analysis is essential to identify
neglected companies. Fund of funds trade at a discount of
approximately 17%, lower than the historical average. Mature
portfolios are generating strong positive net cash flows, but
over-commitments are increasing and need to be monitored.
The segment offers less compelling value than in the past.
BDCs showed weak performance in 2015 and valuations have
become more attractive (average price to book of 0.80x). This,
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We continue to be modestly positive on GDP-sensitive sectors
within listed infrastructure, especially in Europe, given
recovering growth and lower interest rate sensitivity, and see
growth exposure as a long-term theme. In terms of regions,
emerging market valuations and profitability were comparable
to developed markets in 2011, but have since diverged
significantly. Although valuations are becoming attractive, we
consider it too early to re-enter the region. For the time being,
we also prefer Europe to the US, since valuation levels are still
somewhat more favorable, economic growth is recovering
and there is less interest rate risk. We consider the market
environment for satellite operators to be challenging as nonlinear TV consumption is rapidly becoming the norm and fiber
connectivity, copper capacity and compression are increasing.
As a result, we prefer tower operators in the communications
space as they benefit from data volume growth, technological
advances and consolidation opportunities. We are more positive
on European toll roads and airports, since economic growth
in the region should result in continuing volume growth. The
North American railway sector’s fundamentals also remain fairly
supportive, despite headwinds from coal and crude volumes.
We take a more neutral stance towards Asian airports and ports
compared to our last Private Markets Navigator. This change in
outlook is a result of a slowdown in global trade, rising growth
concerns in China and emerging markets fund flow headwinds.
Finally, the share prices of nearly all pipeline operators have
been weak on the back of declining energy commodity prices,
with rising concerns that new projects may be shelved and
existing projects delayed, limiting future growth.

combined with wider credit spreads on new investments and
a focus on senior secured, floating rate debt, makes the sector
attractive. As a consequence of shareholder activism, corporate
governance standards are expected to improve and the sector
continues to benefit from a positive regulatory tailwind. We
have changed our outlook to positive. The valuations of US
alternative asset managers have become more compelling after
their weak performance and now represent a more attractive
entry point in our view. Recent market volatility, energy
exposure and unrealized investment losses have led to a decline
in net accrued carried interest and investment income. While
some managers have attractive monetization pipelines for the
coming quarters, which are expected to drive cash earnings,
others have initiated share buyback programs – KKR & Co. for
example. Despite short-term volatility, we expect secular growth
of assets under management to continue. Asset managers look
attractive from a relative value perspective.

Discount development in listed private equity
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Source: Thomson Datastream, December 2015

Relative value matrix
NORTH AMERICA

EUROPE

Toll roads

Airports

Ports

Railways

Toll roads

Airports

Ports

Railways

Toll roads

Airports

Ports

Railways

Transportation

Water

Pipelines

Trans./
distr.

Other
utilities

Water

Pipelines

Trans./
distr.

Other
utilities

Water

Pipelines

Trans./
distr.

Other
utilities

Utilities

Listed
infrastructure
Satellites

Towers

Satellites

Towers

Satellites

Towers

Communications

Social
n/a

Diversified

Social

Diversified

Social
n/a

Diversified

Social/diversified

NORTH AMERICA

Buyout

Listed private
equity

ASIA/EMERGING MARKETS

Debt

EUROPE

Venture

Buyout

Debt

ASIA/EMERGING MARKETS

Venture

Buyout

Venture

Buyout

Venture

Large

Small

Large

Small

Buyout
Buyout
n/a

Debt
n/a

Venture
Venture
n/a

Public
partnerships
Funds of funds
Managers

How to interpret the table: The relative value matrices divide the listed infrastructure and listed private equity markets into regions
(North America, Europe and Asia / emerging markets) and types of investment available. Green and light green highlight a segment with
high relative attractiveness given Partners Group’s specific capabilities. White highlights a neutral segment. Yellow and light yellow mean
that Partners Group underweights the segment and requires an even more dedicated bottom-up selection effort.
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The portfolio view
Summary across all private markets.

With core investments broadly over-valued across private markets, we focus on those segments
benefitting from favorable supply/demand dynamics or long-term growth trends and remain
selective and disciplined in our investment approach.

Market overview
High valuations and compressed risk premia driven by recordlow interest rates, combined with the vast quantities of liquidity
which have flooded the financial system, position us in an
undeniably challenging investment environment. In 2015, we
witnessed greater volatility in public markets, fueled by investor
concerns ahead of the US interest rate hike and about stalling
emerging markets growth. The volatility has continued into
2016. Although not completely insulated from this, private
markets can offer skilled investors more levers to generate
returns, such as control over the underlying assets, less efficient
flows of information, a long-term investment horizon and the
ability to create value.

end liquidity solutions for real estate investors, and long-term
growth trends, such as those in the private education sector.
What follows is a non-exhaustive selection of themes we are
currently pursuing within private markets, grouped into capital
appreciation and yield-oriented themes for better comparability.
It is important to note that we have approached this by looking
at the entire private markets spectrum within one portfolio,
highlighting investment themes across all asset classes, rather
than seeking to compare and then under- or over-weight any
individual private markets asset class.

Capital appreciation themes

Opportunities in the current market

Within private equity, our overarching aim is to find and build
companies that can benefit from and act on transformative
growth and structural change. We seek mid-cap market leaders
with value creation potential and defensive business models at
reasonable valuations. We avoid beta-driven transactions that
are highly leveraged and rely on a strong exit environment to
generate returns. In private real estate, we target acquisition
and development opportunities in submarkets near technology
hubs that benefit from strong job and population growth. We
strongly underweight core real estate due to high leverage
levels and compressed yields. Given the fragmented nature
of the private infrastructure market, we aim to benefit from
the early-mover advantage inherent to our global platform,
for instance in renewables in Asia or platform strategies in the
emerging markets energy sector.

In today’s market environment, it is paramount to remain
selective and disciplined, and to be in a position to capture
opportunities on a global basis. We focus on themes that
benefit from favorable supply/demand dynamics, such as tail-

In the secondary market, we focus on tail-end liquidity solutions
(secondary spin-outs, tender offers) in the real estate segment,
given the less competitive environment and favorable supply
trend – i.e. the wall of maturing real estate programs, which

Even within private markets, some segments have been more
affected by risk premia compression than others, particularly
those exposed to public markets, for example mature private
equity secondaries with high public market exposure, or those
where competition for deals is most intense, like large-cap
buyouts. Core strategies with low barriers to entry, be it in
terms of complexity, skill, or resources required to execute, tend
to be significantly overpriced as they are perceived as “safe
havens” by investors. Core real estate and core infrastructure
fall into this bracket.
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provides ample deal flow and opportunities. Private equity
secondaries with a high degree of listed content, where prices
are being driven up by new players entering the market and by
leverage, warrant more selectivity and enhanced due diligence.
From a relative value perspective, we favor inflection portfolios
which can benefit from further value creation upside.

Yield and capital protection themes
The corporate senior loan market continues to provide strong
relative value. Spreads are stable and well above pre-crisis
levels, while credit metrics such as equity cushions or leverage
are not excessive, especially in the mid-cap segment, which is
typically less suitable for CLOs and public market issuance. The
recent volatility witnessed in the high-yield market is likely to
create opportunities for selective subordinated corporate debt
investments, where mezzanine/second lien loans can provide a
stable source of financing.
We are negative on real estate and infrastructure-backed
senior debt, given the fact that yields are at historic lows driven
by monetary policy and “yield-hungry” institutional investors.
Instead, we focus on select mezzanine opportunities where
private lenders can plug the funding gap, especially in Europe
and Asia. An example of this type of opportunity arises in Hong
Kong, where measures introduced by the government to “cool
off” the housing market have restricted mortgage lending.

Constructing diversified private
markets portfolios
Private markets portfolios tend to be tailor-made to the specific
needs of investors based on several dimensions beyond return
and risk, including existing exposures, liquidity, yield, and
diversification. Nonetheless, to provide a potential application
of the various themes and segments in the private markets
context, we have modeled two stylized portfolios: the “Returnfocused” portfolio combines private markets investment
themes and segments that are focused on capital appreciation,
while the “Yield-focused” portfolio comprises income-oriented
investments. While we acknowledge that there is no generally
accepted “umbrella” definition and that there is also some
degree of overlap in certain areas, we regard the two portfolios
as illustrating somewhat opposite ends of the private markets
spectrum.
The portfolios maintain an overall diversified approach
to portfolio construction and take other technical factors
into account such as deal flow, breadth of asset classes and
incremental risk/return factors. The portfolios use target
allocations and ranges for each private markets asset class/
segment. The allocation of these portfolios will change
dynamically over time in line with our relative value views,
although we do not expect that significant changes will occur
over short periods of time given the long-term nature of private
markets investing.

Illustrative private markets portfolios
Return-focused

Yield-focused

Secondaries Special situations/
mezzanine
Greenﬁeld (0%-5%)
(0%-10%)
2%
(5%-25%)
5%
16%
Private
infrastructure

Brownﬁeld
(5%-25%)
18%
Private
infrastructure
Buyout
(15%-45%)
32%

Secondaries
(0%-15%)
10%
Private
real estate

Private
equity

Opportunistic
(5%-15%)
8%
Value added
(5%-20%)
12%

Secondaries
(5%-20%)
10%

Growth capital
(0%-10%)
5%

Source: Partners Group, for illustrative purposes only
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Debt
(5%-20%)
8%
Private
real estate
Subordinated debt
(5%-15%)
12%
Senior debt
(0%-10%)
2%
Subordinated debt
(5%-20%)
10%

Senior debt
(30%-60%)
50%

Corporate
debt
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The industry view
Q&A with an industry expert.

After 30 years spent working for some of Europe’s leading retail groups, Tom Heidman recently
joined forces with Partners Group as an Industry Advisor to our investment in Vermaat Groep B.V.
Here, Tom shares some insights into the fast-changing consumer sector.

Q: What are the over-arching trends shaping the consumer
sector currently?
A: The consumer sector is notoriously fast-moving and has
been vastly impacted by the internet and rapid advances in
technology. Many of the trends I can point to today have these
two influences at their root. The internet has completely
changed the competitive landscape for retailers by empowering
consumers on the one hand, and by blurring the boundaries
between traditional retail specializations on the other hand.
Consumers can go online, compare different retailers’ pricing
of a product and even have an item shipped in from a different
country if it is cheaper there. At the same time, the internet
has removed many of the barriers to entry for retailers and
created a level playing field where almost anyone can sell almost
anything, dramatically increasingly the level of competition.
This means that traditional specialist retailers are no longer
protected by their specialist knowledge and cannot command
the same prices, and margins, as in the pre-internet era.
In addition, with the establishment of the 24-hour economy
in the Netherlands as in other parts of the world, consumers
are increasingly looking for convenience. This means that
consumer-facing companies have to offer “problem-solving”
services, such as e-commerce platforms and home delivery
options, which allow clients to fit their consumption habits into
their busy lifestyles.
Q: How have the consumers themselves changed?
A: Today’s consumer is harder to pigeonhole and often actually
engages in behavior that could be considered contradictory. For
instance, if we take the convenience trend, the same consumer

may buy convenience foods during the work week when time is
at a premium, but spend hours sourcing the finest ingredients
and cooking gourmet meals from scratch at the weekend.
Similarly, an environmentally responsible consumer may drive
an electric car to work during the week, but use a powerful
sports car at the weekend. This makes it much harder for retail
marketers to put consumers into specific target groups.
Customers are also much more knowledgeable these days. In
the past, it was essential for retailers or restaurateurs to have
detailed and specific knowledge of their products as part of
their service to clients. Nowadays, people tend to carry out their
own in-depth internet research ahead of a purchase. In this way,
consumers are becoming initiators instead of followers.

A lot of companies talk about being
consumer-oriented, but the true key
to success is to be consumer-centric.
Q: How does this change the way retailers bring their
products to market?
A: In retail, whether that is food and beverages or fashion, the
production process is changing from a push to a pull model to
keep pace with changes in consumer demand. Let me explain this
with an example. In the past, high street fashion retailers would
place bulk orders in low-cost countries and then clear excess
items by pushing them into the consumer space, for instance
during sales. Now, these retailers might produce a small batch
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Tom Heidman recently joined the Board of Vermaat
Groep B.V. together with Partners Group. He has a
long track record of management positions in leading
European retailers. From 2009 to 2012, he served
as CEO of Dutch supermarket chain C1000, after its
acquisition by private equity firm CVC Capital Partners.
During his tenure, Heidman worked to turn C1000 from
an under-performing wholesaler to a successful retailer.
Prior to that, Heidman was CEO of fashion retail group
Logo International B.V., and diversified retail group, Retail
Network B.V. He also held interim CEO rolls at Turnover
International and Vion N.V., as well as senior roles at
companies including Albert Heijn B.V. and Gall & Gall B.V.
In recent years, he has held a number of non-executive
roles, including serving as Board Member at fashion retail
chain Etam between 2012 and 2015 and as Supervisory
Board Member at Bol.com, the Netherlands’ marketleading e-commerce brand, between 2009 and 2012.

of the same shirt in three different colors and test the market
to see which version consumers prefer, before placing a second,
larger production order only of the preferred color. Retailers
often use lower-cost production facilities – in Asia for example –
for the first batch, but then bring production closer to home for
the second batch to reduce the time to market once appetite has
been proven. Retailers that still work on a traditional push model
– and this would include some department stores for example –
are increasingly less able to compete with more nimble brands
which have adopted the pull model and are producing what
consumers really want, when they want it.
Q: What do companies need to do to remain successful in
this environment?
A: To succeed in this competitive environment, companies need
to remain flexible. In the Netherlands for example, traditional
players are now facing competition from all over, not just
from the EU but from the rest of the world. This means that
they have to be able to offer great value and be prepared to
adapt to consumer demand. A lot of companies talk about
being consumer-oriented, but the true key to success is to be
consumer-centric, i.e. to put consumers at the center of your
organization and structure your business model around them.
Through the agile use of technology and social media, companies
can be in permanent dialogue with their customers and follow
their needs. Many companies with multiple channels are also
leveraging their online platforms to track consumer demand
and preferences. On the basis of data collected through social
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media, retailers can decide what should be in stores. Meanwhile,
staff at the front end of the retail business – i.e. in stores and
restaurants – now has to be much better trained in order to
add value to the traditional shopping experience and generate
revenues.
Q: Internationalization seems to be a key growth strategy
for many European mid-market consumer-facing companies
that have reached critical mass in their home country: what
do companies need to do to succeed in this strategy?
A: No matter what market they are approaching, it is essential
for companies to be equipped with both local leadership and
extensive local knowledge. However, they need to acquire this
without losing the brand essence of their company.
Q: In December 2015, Partners Group acquired Vermaat
Groep B.V., the Dutch market leader in high-end restaurant
and hospitality services. In your view, how does Vermaat’s
offering fit into the market you have just described?
A: Vermaat has been able to adapt its offering and services to
the needs of end users or business partners in the different
segments of the market it is active in. The company is able to
offer good, high-quality food and great value – a key for success
in the Netherlands. Vermaat also caters to the convenience
trend, offering food “on the go” in a number of establishments
with a high annual footfall, such as hospitals, airports, train
stations and inner-city leisure facilities like museums. In
addition, the company has a strong brand essence and has
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created a unique atmosphere in each of its outlets, tailor-made
for its end users. Customers do not just frequent Vermaat
outlets because they want high-quality food, but also because
they enjoy the whole experience of going there.
Q: What will help Vermaat succeed in its expansion plans?
A: In line with what we have been discussing, Vermaat will have
to show flexibility, entrepreneurship and true customer focus. It
is important for them to continue to concentrate on high levels
of employee training as this will enable them to offer better
customer service, thus enhancing the Vermaat experience for
clients. It is equally important for them to continue to show
empathy towards their business partners if they wish to carry
on collaborating with them throughout the build-out of their
platform.
Q: What are the challenges the company is likely to face
going forward and how can it overcome these?
A: Making its approach work in other countries will be the
biggest challenge for Vermaat. Despite its strong, doubledigit growth, Vermaat should not lose track of the essence of
its brand. In order to succeed, it has to keep its focus on the
company’s DNA and maintain its striking power.
Q: You will join Vermaat’s Board together with Partners
Group. What experience from your own career do you expect
to be most useful for the company as it develops?
A: On the one hand, I hope to be able to assist Vermaat’s
management in understanding how private equity firms like to
work, as well as to support them in managing growth effectively
in the upcoming period. On the other hand, I will be able to
deepen Partners Group’s understanding of the specifics of
the Dutch retail and consumer environment, by leveraging my
network and long track record in the sector.
Q. On a final note, what advice would you give to anyone
building a business in the retail sector?
A: Change has been a recurring theme throughout my career in
the consumer sector, so my advice would be: don’t be afraid of
constant change – you need to embrace it in order to succeed.
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